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Extraordinary parliament session in Kyiv (5)
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Law enforcement officers wearing protective face masks guard outside the parliament in Kiev during its extraordinary session on March 17, 2020, as activists of different Ukrainian opposition parties rally demanding to stop the parliament's work for quarantine and not to consider the laws ambiguously perceived in society, while limits on mass gatherings over coronavirus fears are on place. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Law enforcement officers wearing protective face masks guard outside the parliament in Kiev during its extraordinary session on March 17, 2020, as activists of different Ukrainian opposition parties rally demanding to stop the parliament's work for quarantine and not to consider the laws ambiguously perceived in society, while limits on mass gatherings over coronavirus fears are on place. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Law enforcement officers wearing protective face masks guard outside the parliament in Kiev during its extraordinary session on March 17, 2020, as activists of different Ukrainian opposition parties rally demanding to stop the parliament's work for quarantine and not to consider the laws ambiguously perceived in society, while limits on mass gatherings over coronavirus fears are on place. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Law enforcement officers wearing protective face masks guard outside the parliament in Kiev during its extraordinary session on March 17, 2020, as activists of different Ukrainian opposition parties rally demanding to stop the parliament's work for quarantine and not to consider the laws ambiguously perceived in society, while limits on mass gatherings over coronavirus fears are on place. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Law enforcement officers wearing protective face masks guard outside the parliament in Kiev during its extraordinary session on March 17, 2020, as activists of different Ukrainian opposition parties rally demanding to stop the parliament's work for quarantine and not to consider the laws ambiguously perceived in society, while limits on mass gatherings over coronavirus fears are on place. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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